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**Editions of this work**

**partitions**

- partitions (1)

  → Ding ! ding ! ding ! ding ! ding !

  polka pour le piano

  Material description: 3 p. : 36 cm

  Note: Note: Dédicace : "à son élève mademoiselle Geneviève Vibert". - 1888 d’après le cachet du dépôt légal

  Edition: Paris : Benoit aîné , [1888]

  Compositeur: Pierre Cognet (18..-18..)

  Link: catalogue, Visualize the document in Gallica

  Gallica: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k396398g

**Pages in data.bnf.fr**

Related authors

Authors related to Ding ! ding ! ding ! ding ! ding !. Piano

This page in data.bnf.fr lab

Ding ! ding ! ding ! ding ! ding !. Piano in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

**Sources and references**

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb157290746
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